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AbstratSMILES is a heterodyne sub-millimeter reeiver whih will be installed onthe ELM-ES platform of the Japanese Experimental Module on the Inter-national Spae Station in 2003. For the sienti� side, the advantage of SIStehnology is the up to �ve times lower system noise temperature of the re-eiver ompared with onventional ones and therefore provides a muh betterresolution, both in time and spae.IntrodutionThe main aims of the SMILES projet are the development and use of su-peronduting mixers (superondutor-insulator-superondutor SIS tehnol-ogy) in a heterodyne sub-millimeter reeiver for remote sensing of the atmo-sphere from spae.�This work is supported by the German Spae Ageny DLR, ontrat number 50 EE 9815yNow at Chalmers University of Tehnology, G�oteborg, Sweden



The two frequeny bands to be observed, 623.6-627.1 GHz and 647.1-650.6 GHz, are hosen suh that the hemistry of the upper troposphereand the stratosphere, together with some limatologial aspets, an be in-vestigated. These frequeny ranges allow the observation of a number ofinteresting speies, suh as ClO, BrO, HO2, NO, SO2, O3, HCl, HOCl, HNO3,H2O2.Sienti� PlanFor the sienti� side, the advantage of SIS tehnology is the up to �ve timeslower system noise temperature of the reeiver ompared with onventionalones and therefore provides a muh better resolution, both in time and spae.The instrumental noise temperature is deisive for the retrieval of speies witha low emission, and SMILES will therefore be able to observe suh speieswith higher preision ompared with existing instruments.Of speial interest is the halogen oxide BrO beause of its very e�etive ozonedestrution apability (see for example [5℄). This speies is very diÆult tomeasure with onventional detetors as BrO has a relatively low abundane,e.g. the volume mixing ratio (VMR) of bromine monoxide is approximatelytwo orders of magnitude lower than for ClO in the lower stratosphere. Amodel alulation [2℄ showed that a onventional reeiver with a system noisetemperature Tsys = 2372 K will yield relative errors for BrO retrieval of around90 % and 75 % at altitudes of 20 km and 25 km. A SIS reeiver with Tsysof 500 K ould reah relative errors of about 60 % and 40 % for the samealtitudes, whih is an improvement of a fator 1.5 and 1.9, respetively. Thesevalues are derived for single san retrievals, having an integration time of 0.3s for eah spetrum. For zonal mean retrievals, whih means here an averageover 100 spetra, the errors would be remarkably smaller.Stratospheri ozone hemistry is mainly governed by the onentration andrelative abundane of reative hlorine, nitrogen and hydrogen speies [1℄.Key speies for the atalyti reations of onern are ClO, HO2 and NO, allthese speies will be measured by SMILES. In addition the instrument willobserve a number of reservoir ompounds (HCl, HOCl, HNO3 and H2O2), giv-



ing a more omplete piture of the hemial state and the future developmentof the stratosphere.InstrumentThe Japanese Experimental Module (JEM) is part of the International SpaeStation (ISS) [4℄. The SMILES detetor will be plaed on the 'Exposed Se-tion' of the 'Experimental Logistis Module' (ELM-ES) for at least one year.The JEM/SMILES is a 'proof of onept' mission before a similar detetor willbe installed on the atmospheri environment observing satellite ATMOS-C1.Although the use of SIS reeivers is state of the art for surfae and airborneinstruments, it is new tehnology for spae appliations, due to the requiredooling temperature of 4 K. On JEM a three step ooling system will providetemperatures of 100 K, 20 K and 4 K by two Sterling and one Joule-Thomsonoolers.Sub-millimeter limb sounding has some advantages ompared with limbsounding in other frequeny ranges. In the UV and visible region only day-time measurements are possible and in the infrared region some importantspeies like ClO and HCl are not detetable. Observations in the millimeterrange (< 300 GHz) are restrited to a relative low number of speies (e.g. BrOand HCl are missing). The main drawbaks of sub-millimeter measurementsare the high opaity of the troposphere and the need of ostly tehnology,like the oolers.The instrument onsists of an antenna with an elliptial aperture of 600 mm �300 mm, reeiver optis, a reeiver with a 640 GHz phase-loked osillator anda low noise InGaAs HEMT ampli�er, ryogeni system, an IF sub-system witha bandwidth of 4.9 GHz, two aousto-optial spetrometers with a frequenyresolution of 1.4 MHz and a signal proessing and ontrol unit. The data rateis of the order of 150 kbps.From its position on the JEM the SMILES antenna overs the latitude regionbetween 65Æ N and 38Æ S. The altitude resolution is approximately 2 km andthe atmosphere will be observed between tangent altitudes of 10 km and50 km [3℄.



The Launh of the entire system is sheduled for the �rst half of the year2003 with a Japanese H-IIA roket.PartiipantsThe hardware development and prodution, launh and installation on theELM-ES will be done by the joint ooperation of the National Spae De-velopment Ageny of Japan (NASDA), the Nobeyama Radio Observatory(NAO) and the Communiations Researh Laboratory (CRL) of the Ministryof Posts and Teleommuniations of Japan.The Institute for Remote Sensing at the University of Bremen partiipatesin the development of the data analysis software.Referenes[1℄ G. BRASSEUR and S. SOLOMON, Aeronomy of the Middle Atmo-sphere (Dordreht: D. Reidel Pub. Comp., seond edition, 1986).[2℄ S. B�UHLER and K. F. K�UNZI, ,,Sienti� Contribution to theJEM/SMILES Projet\, proposal aepted by the German SpaeAgeny DLR, 1997.[3℄ J. INATANI, ,,JEM/SMILES Development\, Workshop on Sub-millimeter-wave Observation of Earth's Atmosphere from Spae, Tokyo,January 1999.[4℄ H. MASUKO, S. OCHIAI, Y. IRIMAJIRI, J. INATANI, T. NOGUCHI,Y. IIDA, N. IKEDA, N. TANIOKA, ,,A Superonduting Sub-millimeterWave Limb Emission Sounder (SMILES) on the Japanese ExperimentalModule (JEM) of the Spae Station for Observing Trae Gases in theMiddle Atmosphere\, 8th Int. Symp. on Spae Terahertz Teh., HarvardSiene Center, Marh 1997.[5℄ T. WAGNER and U. PLATT, ,,Satellite mapping of enhaned BrO on-entrations in the troposphere\, Nature 359: 486-490 (1998).


